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a b s t r a c t
We study the Chinese postman (CP) cooperative game induced by a connected, weighted,
undirected graph G, wherein players reside at the edges of G and a postman, starting from
a post-office location (i.e., a vertex of G), needs to traverse all edges before returning to
the post-office. We provide a complete characterization of all connected graphs for which
there exists a positive edge-cost function such that the induced CP game has a non-empty
core, and, consequently, we derive a complete characterization of all connected graphs
for which there does not exist a positive edge-cost function which induces a CP game
with a non-empty core. Membership in these classes of graphs can be verified in strongly
polynomial time.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the Chinese postman problem (e.g., [8,2]), defined on a weighted undirected connected graph G, one seeks a least
weighted tour which starts at some vertex v0 of G, traverses all the edges in G at least once, and returns to v0. Hamers
et al. [7] formulated and analyzed a cost allocation problem associated with the Chinese postman problem described as
follows: A postman is located at some fixed vertex of a graph G, to be referred to as the post-office, and each edge of G
belongs to a different player. The players need some service, e.g., mail delivery, and the nature of this service requires the
postman to travel from the post-office and visit all edges in the graph, before returning to the post-office. The objective in
the cost allocation problem is to find a fair allocation of the cost of a cheapest tour, which starts at the post-office, visits each
edge of G at least once, and returns to the post office. Hamers et al. [7] modeled this cost allocation problem as a cooperative
game, referred to as the Chinese postman (CP) game, in which the cost of each coalition is the lowest cost that the postman
incurs in a tour that starts at the post office, traverses all edges in whichmembers of the coalition reside, before returning to
the post office. Then, following what is already a well established approach, see, e.g., [1,7] have proceeded to investigate the
possibility of using the core, the most important solution concept in cooperative games, in order to generate cost allocation
schemes to the above delivery problem. In general, a CP game associated with an undirected connected graph could have
an empty core. However, Hamers et al. [7] have shown that a CP game induced by a connected weakly Eulerian graph has
a non-empty core. Here, an undirected and connected graph G is called Eulerian if the degrees of all its nodes are even, and
it is called weakly Eulerian if it consists of Eulerian components connected in a tree-like structure. Further, Hamers [6] has
shown that if a connected undirected graph is weakly cyclic, namely, if every edge therein is contained in at most one cycle,
then the associated CP game is convex. The convexity of a game implies additional attractive properties for its core, such
as the Shapley value is the barycentre of the core [10], and the Aumann–Davis–Maschler bargaining set coincides with the
core [9].
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It turns out that the class of weakly Eulerian graphs is the largest class of graphs which always induce CP games with
a non-empty core. Specifically, define a graph to be CP-balanced, if the corresponding CP game has a non-empty core for
all nonnegative edge costs and all locations of the post-office. Then, it was shown by Granot et al. [5] that an undirected
graph is CP-balanced if and only if it is weakly Eulerian. This result was strengthened by Granot and Hamers [3], who have
proved that an undirected graph is CP balanced, or, equivalently, weakly Eulerian if and only if the corresponding CP game
has a non-empty core for all non-negative edge-costs and only for some location of the post-office. Finally, Granot et al. [4]
have characterized the class, Λ, of all graphs such that for all G ∈ Λ, in the core of the induced CP game corresponding
to G, players on each road in G pay exactly the cost of the road, for all locations of the post-office and for all non-negative
edge-costs. Here a road in G is a maximal path, all of whose interior vertices have a degree equal to two therein. Further, for
the class of graphsΛ, which is a proper subset of the class of Eulerian graphs, it was shown by Granot et al. [4] that the core
of a CP game corresponding to G ∈ Λ is the Cartesian product of the cores of the CP games induced by the roads in G, and
that core membership for a CP game induced by G ∈ Λ can be verified in linear time in the number of edges.
A natural question that can be raised, in view of the above results, is whether a non-weakly Eulerian graph G can induce a
CP gamewhose core is not empty. Clearly, by Granot et al. [5] and Granot and Hamers [3], such a graph G cannot induce a CP
game with a non-empty core for all non-negative edge-costs. But, can it induce a CP game with a non-empty core for some
positive edge-costs? Indeed, we provide in this paper a complete characterization of the class of all undirected connected
graphs, to be referred to as the class of core-nonempty CP graphs, which properly subsumes the class of weakly Eulerian
graphs, such that each graph in this class induces a CP gamewith a non-empty core for some positive edge-costs and a fixed
location of the post-office.
As importantly, our complete characterization of the class of core-nonempty CP graphs provides us as well with a
complete characterization of all connected undirected graphs which cannot induce a CP game whose core is non-empty
for any positive edge-costs and for a fixed location of the post-office. We will refer to this class as the class of core-empty
CP graphs, and we note that it logically complements the class of weakly Eulerian graphs in the sense that the latter class
provides the description of all graphs whose topology alone is sufficient to determine non-emptiness of the core of the
induced CP game while the former class provides a complete description of all graphs whose topology alone is sufficient
to determine core-emptiness of the induced CP game. Indeed, our results complete the search for graphs whose topology
alone is sufficient to determine emptiness/non-emptiness of the core of the induced CP game. Finally, we demonstrate that
one can recognize in strongly polynomial time (in the number of edges), core-empty or core-nonempty CP graphs.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a connected undirected graph with a vertex set V (G), edge set E(G), a special vertex called post-
office, denoted v0, and a non-negative edge-cost function ℓ defined over E(G). The players reside at E(G) such that precisely
one player is residing at each edge. Therefore, we may identify the set of players N(G)with the set of edges of E(G). That is,
N(G) = E(G).
The postman (not considered a player) is supposed to start at the post office and deliver service (e.g., mail) to all the
players before returning to the post-office. The issue is how to share his cost among the players.
Definition 2.1. A walk in a graph G is a sequence w := v1, e1, v2, . . . , ek, vk+1, where k ≥ 1, v1, . . . , vk+1 ∈ V (G); e1,
. . . , ek ∈ E(G), such that ej = (vj, vj+1) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The vertices v1 and vk+1 are called the extreme vertices. If they
coincide, thewalk is said to be closed. If all edges are distinct then the (closed)walk is a (closed) path.G is said to be connected
if there exists at least one path between any two distinct vertices in G. An edge cutset in a connected graph G = (V (G), E(G))
is a set of edges A, A ⊆ E(G), whose removal disconnets G. An edge cutset in G is said to be minimal if no proper subset
thereof is also an edge cutset in G.
A tour in a graph G, with a post-office node v0, is defined as a closed walk originating and terminating at v0. A tour T
in G is said to be feasible for coalition S, if T traverses every edge in which a player in S resides. For a weighted graph G =
(V (G), E(G)), with edge-cost function ℓ, we denote by k(G) the total cost of all edges in G. That is, k(G) =(ℓj : j ∈ E(G)).
Similarly, for a tour T in G, T = v0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , ek, v0, k(T ) =(ℓej : j = 1, . . . , k), recognizing that some of the edges
in T are not distinct.
Definition 2.2. The Chinese Postman (CP) game, (N(G), cℓG), induced by a connected weighted graph G, a post-office node
v0, and an edge-cost function ℓ is defined by
cℓG(S) = min{k(T ) : T is a feasible tour for S}, ∀S ⊆ N(G).
The core, C[(N, c)], of a cooperative game (N, c) is defined as the set of all cost allocations for which no subset of players
has an incentive to secede from the grand coalition and act on their own. Specifically, C[(N, c)] = {x : x ∈ RN , x(S) ≤ c(S),
for each S ⊆ N, x(N) = c(N)}, where x(S) ≡ Σj∈Sxj.
For the rest of this paper we restrict attention to graphs Gwith positive edge-cost functions ℓ. That is, ℓ : E(G)→ R++.
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Definition 2.3. A connected graph G = (V (G), E(G)), with a post-office located at vertex v0, v0 ∈ V (G), is a core-nonempty
CP graph (resp., core-empty CP graph) if there exists (resp., does not exist) a positive edge-cost function ℓ such that (G, ℓ)
induces a CP game, (N(G), cℓG), whose core is not empty.
Note that the location of the post-office at Gmay affect whether G is a core-nonempty or core-empty CP graph. This point
is evident throughout the exposition in the sequel.
3. Core-nonempty and core-empty CP graphs
We provide a complete characterization in this section of core-nonempty and core-empty CP graphs. Let V (P) and E(P)
denote the vertex set and edge set of a path P .
Proposition 3.1. Suppose G = (V (G), E(G)) consists of a single connected subgraph G1 = (V (G1), E(G1)) and an appended
path, P, between a node v1 ∈ V (G1) and the post-office node, v0, v0 ∉ V (G1), such that V (G1) ∩ V (P) = {v1}. Then, G is a
core-nonempty CP graph.
Proof. We need to associate with E(G) a positive edge-cost function, ℓ, such that the pair (G, ℓ) induces a CP-game
(N(G), cℓG) with a non-empty core. Consider a positive cost function ℓ which assigns the edges in P , in total, a cost M ,
and assigns any other edge in E(G) a unit cost. Let m = |E(G1)|, and let Q denote the length of a cheapest tour in G1,
with a post-office at v1, which traverses all edges in G1. Let x be an allocation vector such that for each player (i.e., edge)
j in E(G1), xj = 2M+Qm , and for each player j in P, xj = 0. Thus, x(E(G)) = x(E(G1)) = 2M + Q = cℓG(N(G)). Since
xj = 0 for j ∈ P, x is in the core of the CP game (N(G), cℓG) induced by (G, ℓ) if for each S, S ∩ E(G1) ≠ φ and
E(G1) ⊈ S, x(S) = |S|(2M+Q )m ≤ (m−1)(2M+Q )m ≤ 2M ≤ cℓG(S). Thus, for M ≥ (m−1)Q2 , x is in the core and, indeed, G is a
core-nonempty CP graph. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G consist of two vertex-disjoint connected subgraphs G1 = (V (G1), E(G1)) and G2 = (V (G2), E(G2)),
connected by a path P = (V (P), E(P)) between v1 ∈ V (G1) and v2 ∈ V (G2), such that V (G1) ∩ V (P) = {v1} and
V (G2) ∩ V (P) = {v2}, and suppose the post-office, v0, is contained in G1. Then, G is a core-nonempty CP graph if and only if
G1 is a core-nonempty CP graph.
Proof. Assume first that G1 is a core-nonempty CP graph. Then, there exists a positive edge-cost function ℓG1 , defined over
E(G1), such that (G1, ℓG1) induces a CP game (N(G1), cℓG1 ), whose core is not empty. Let x be in the core. Then, it is easy to
show that ℓG1 can be extended to an edge-cost function, ℓG, over G, using the same technique as in Proposition 3.1, so that
the vector (x, y), where y is an allocation vector for players residing in E(P) and E(G2), derived as in Proposition 3.1, is a core
vector for the CP game (N(G), cℓG) induced by (G, ℓG).
To prove the other direction, assume that G1 is a core-empty CP graph, and that, on the contrary, G is a core-nonempty
CP graph. Thus, there exists a positive edge-cost function ℓ such that (G, ℓ) induces a CP game (N(G), cℓG)with a non-empty
core. Let t = (x, z, y) be a core vector in (N(G), cℓG), where x (resp., y) is the sub-vector of core allocations to the players in
G1 (resp., G2), and z denotes the allocations to the players residing at P .
Then, since t is a core vector of (N(G), cℓG), for every S ⊆ E(G1), x(S) ≤ cℓG(S). If x(E(G1)) = cℓG(E(G1)), then x is a
core vector for the CP game (N(G1), ℓG1) induced by (G1, cℓG1 ), where ℓG1 is the restriction of ℓ to E(G1), contradicting the
assumption that G1 is a core-empty CP graph. Thus wemust have cℓG(E(G1))− x(E(G1)) = △ > 0, and we conclude that the
total allocations in the subvector (z, y) exceeds by△ the cost of a cheapest tour, TG¯2(E(G2)∪ E(P)), which visits all edges in
the graph G¯2 consisting of G2 and the path P , with the post-office located at v1.
Now, note that any cheapest tour, TG1(S), in G1, for S ⊆ E(G1), which traverses node v1, can be expanded to a
cheapest tour TG(R) in G, for R = S ∪ E(P) ∪ E(G2), derived from TG1(S) by appending to it TG¯2(E(G2) ∪ E(P)). Since
k(TG¯2(E(G2) ∪ E(P)))− (z(E(P))+ y(E(G2))) = −△ and since x(S) ≤ cℓG(S) = k(TG1(S)), we have:
k(TG(R))− (x(S)+ z(E(P))+ y(E(G2)))
= k(TG1(S))− x(S)+ k(TGˆ2(E(G2) ∪ E(P)))− (z(E(P))+ y(E(G1)))
= cℓG(S)− x(S)−△ > 0. (1)
Or, equivalently, x(S) < cℓG(S)−△ for all S ⊆ E(G1) such that the cheapest tour, TG1(S), in G1 traverses v1.
Consider the vectorx derived from x as follows:xj = xj, if edge j in G1 is not incident to v1,
xj = xj + △q , otherwise, (2)
where q is the number of edges in G1 incident to v1. Then, from (1) and (2),x(G1) = cℓG(E(G1)) and cℓG(S) −x(S) ≥
cℓG(S)− x(S)−∆ ≥ 0 for all S ⊆ E(G1), implying thatx is a core vector in the CP game (N(G1), cℓG1 ), induced by (G1, ℓG1),
contradicting the assumption that G1 is a core-empty CP graph. 
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One can conclude from Proposition 3.2 that if a graph G consists of subgraphs of G connected in a tree-like structure, then
G is a core-nonempty CP graph if and only if the subgraph of G containing the post-office node is a core-nonempty CP graph.
Using a similar technique to that used in Proposition 3.2 we obtain:
Proposition 3.3. Let G1 and G2 be connected graphs which are vertex-disjoint, and let P1 and P2 be edge-disjoint paths which
both originate at v1 ∈ G1 and terminate at u1 and u2 at G2, respectively, such that V (P1)∩V (G1) = {v1}, V (P2)∩V (G1) = {v1},
V (P1) ∩ V (G2) = {u1}, V (P2) ∩ V (G2) = {u2}, where u1 and u2 can possibly coincide, and assume that v0 ∈ V (G1). Then the
graph consisting of G1,G2, P1 and P2, i.e., G = (V (G1) ∪ V (G2) ∪ V (P1) ∪ V (P2), E(G1) ∪ E(G2) ∪ E(P1) ∪ E(P2)) is a core
non-empty CP graph if and only if G1 is a core non-empty CP graph.
Observe that any cheapest tour in Gwill traverse P1 and P2 precisely once, and note further that if G1 coincides with {v0},
i.e., V (G1) = {v0}, then Proposition 3.1 implies that G is a core-nonempty CP graph.
Let G be a connected edge-weighted non-Eulerian graph, and let T be a cheapest walk in G which visits all edges of G.
Then, since G is not Eulerian, some edges in G are traversed more than once by T . Note though, that no edge in G is traversed
more than twice by T . Let GE(T ) be a multigraph derived from G by augmenting E(G)with a new parallel edge to each edge
in Gwhich is traversed twice by T . We will refer to GE(T ) as the Eulerian completion of G corresponding to T .
Let G be a connected graph with a distinguished node v0, and let A be a minimal edge cutset in G, which disconnects G
into two connected components, one of which, G1, containing v0. Then, a minimal edge cutset B in G1, B ≠ A, is said to be
closer to v0 in G than A, if B is a minimal edge cutset in G which disconnects v0 from all edges in A. Note that A ∩ B may be
not empty.
Let G be a connected graph containing a post-office node v0, let B = {(v1, u1), (v2, u2)} be a minimal two-edge cutset
in G, and let G1 denote the connected component derived from G after the removal of B, where v0, v1, v2 ∈ G1. We will
denote by GB the graph derived from G1 after appending to it a new edge (v1, v2), which is possibly in parallel to an already
existing edge in G1, and thus GB could be a multigraph. We will refer to GB as the B-truncation graph corresponding to G and
the two-edge cutset B.
Note that if v1 = v2, then GB coincides with G1, and in this case we can resort to Proposition 3.3 for conditions under
which G is a core-nonempty CP graph. Thus, we will assume in the sequel that v1 ≠ v2 and thus GB ≠ G1.
Lemma 3.4. There exists an odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset A, |A| ≥ 3, in GB if and only if there exists an odd-cardinality
minimal edge cutset D, |D| ≥ 3, in G such that B is not closer to v0 than D in G.
Proof. Let B = {e1 = (v1, u1), e2 = (v2, u2)} be a minimal two-edge cutset in G, let GB be the B-truncation corresponding
to G and B, and note that v0 is contained in GB. Assume there exists an odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset, A, |A| ≥ 3, in
GB. If the new edge e, e = (v1, v2) that was appended to create GB is not in A, then D ≡ A is also a minimal edge cutset in
G. Otherwise, suppose e ∈ A. Then, appending either e1 or e2 to A \ {e} would create a minimal edge cutset, D, in G with
|D| = |A|, and B is not closer than it to v0 in G. On the other hand, let D, |D| ≥ 3, be an odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset
in G such that B is not closer thanD to v0 in G. IfD∩B = φ,Dmust be contained in GB, and set A = D. Otherwise, ifD∩B ≠ φ,
then, by the minimality of B, B is not contained in D. Then, if ei ∈ D, for some i ∈ {1, 2}, then A = (D \ {ei}) ∪ {e} is an
odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset in GB, |A| = |D|, and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a connected graph with a positive edge-cost function ℓG, let v0 denote the post-office node, and let A
be a minimal edge cutset of G which disconnects G into two connected components, say G1 containing v0 and G2. Then, if the
cardinality of A is odd, |A| ≥ 3, and there does not exist a one-or-two-edge cutset which is closer to v0 than A in G, then G is a
core-empty CP graph.
Proof. If G contains one-edge cutsets then, by Proposition 3.2, the analysis can be restricted to the connected component of
Gwhich contains v0 and no one-edge cutsets. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that G does not contain one-edge
cutsets. Evidently, G is not Eulerian. Then, since G1 does not contain a minimal two-edge cutset which is closer to v0 than A
in G, and since |A| ≥ 3, the degree of v0 in G is at least three. Let T denote a cheapest tour in Gwhich visits all edges therein,
and let GE(T ) denote the Eulerian completion of G corresponding to T . Then, every edge in G which is traversed twice by
T has a parallel edge in GE(T ). Note further that since the degree of v0 in G is at least three, the degree of v0 in GE(T ) is
even and at least four. If we assume that the cost of an edge j ∈ E(GE(T )) \ E(G) has the same cost as its original copy in G,
then k(T ) = k(GE(T )). Consider the CP game (N(G), cℓG) induced by (G, ℓG). Then, cℓG(N(G)) = k(T ). Since A is odd, one of
the edges of A, saye, has a unique parallel copy in GE(T ), and let playerj reside ine. Consider the graph GE(T ), derived from
GE(T ) by removing therefrom edgee and its parallel copy. Then, for any core vector x in (N(G), cℓG), x(N(G)\{j}) ≤ k(GE(T )).
However, since cℓG(N(G)) = k(GE(T )) = k(GE(T ))+ 2ℓG(e) = x(N(G)), we conclude that playerj residing atemust pay at
least 2ℓG(e), i.e., xj ≥ 2ℓG(e) > 0, if x is a core vector.
Now, since the degree of v0 in GE(T ) is even and at least four ande has a parallel edge, e1, in GE(T ), there exist two edge-
disjoint closed walks W1 and W2 in GE(T ), such that E(W1) ∪ E(W2) = E(GE(T )), both walks traverse v0 (at least once),
and, say,e ∈ E(W1) and e1 ∈ E(W2). Denote the set of players in W1 and W2 by N1 and N2, respectively, and note that
k(W1)+ k(W2) = k(GE(T )) = k(T ) = cℓG(N(G)). Observe that the same player is associated with an original edge in G and
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its parallel edge in GE(T ), if such a parallel edge was created. Thus, N1 and N2 are not disjoint since both containj, the player
residing ate.
If x is in the core, x(Ni) ≤ k(Wi), i = 1, 2. However, since playerj who resides ine is contained both in N1 and N2, we
have that x(Ni \ {j}) ≤ k(Wi)− xj, i = 1, 2. Thus,
x(N(G)) ≤ x(N1 \ {j})+ x(N2 \ {j})+ xj
≤ k(W1)− xj + k(W2)− xj + xj
= k(W1)+ k(W2)− xj
< cℓG(N(G)), since xj ≥ 2ℓG(e) > 0,
and x is not even an imputation. 
Proposition 3.6. Let G be a connected graph, let B be a minimal two-edge cutset in G, and assume that the post-office v0 is
contained in the B-truncation, GB, corresponding to G and B. Then G is a core-nonempty CP graph if and only if GB is a core-
nonempty CP graph.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, we can assume, without loss of generality, that G does not have one-edge cutsets. Let B = {e1 ≡
(v1, u1), e2 ≡ (v2, u2)}, and assume that the removal of B disconnects G to two connected components G1 and G2 such that,
v0 ∈ V (G1), vi ∈ V (G1), ui ∈ V (G2), i = 1, 2. Let GB = (V (G1), E(G1) ∪ {e ≡ (v1, v2)}), where the newly added edge
e = (v1, v2) is possibly in parallel with an existing edge in E(G1).
Assume first that GB is a core non-empty CP graph. Then, either GB is Eulerian, or there must exist in GB at least one
odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset, A, |A| ≥ 3. Since GB is a core-nonempty CP graph, then by Proposition 3.5 there exists
a two-edge cutset B′ closer than A to v0 in GB. Now, either GB
′
, the B′-truncation corresponding to GB and B′, is Eulerian, or
there exists an odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset, A′, in GB′ , |A′| ≥ 3. Then, by Lemma 3.4, there exists an odd-cardinality
minimal edge cutset A′′, |A′′| ≥ 3, in GB, and by Proposition 3.5 there exists a two-edge cutset B′′, closer than A′′ to v0 in
GB. We will then construct the B′′-truncation corresponding to B′′ and GB′ , etc. We will repeat the above truncating process
until, finally, since GB is assumed to be a core-nonempty CP graph, we generate a two-edge cutset B in the successively
truncated graph, such that the B-truncation corresponding to B and this graph, GB, is Eulerian. For simplicity of exposition,
we assume GB = GB. Then, by Hamers et al. [7], every positive edge-cost function defined over E(GB) induces a CP-game
with a non-empty core.
Let ℓG be an edge-cost function defined over G, such that ℓG(j) is positive and arbitrary but finite, j ∉ {e1, e2}, and
ℓG(j) = M, j ∈ {e1, e2}. We will show that for M large enough, (G, ℓG) induces a CP game (N(G), cℓG) with a non-empty
core.
Let d¯ denote the cost of a cheapest walk, w, in G, with edge-cost function ℓG, which originates at v1 and traverses all
edges in R ≡ E(G)\E(G1), before terminating at v2, and such thatw does not traverse any edge in G1. Let ℓGB(j) = ℓG(j), j ≠
e = (v1, v2), ℓGB(j) = d¯, j = e. Then, since GB is Eulerian, (GB, ℓGB) induces a CP game, (N(GB), cℓGB ), with a nonempty
core. Let x be in the core of (N(GB), cℓGB ), and note that for a large enough M, xj, j ≠ e, is not a function of M . Indeed, for
the edge-cost function ℓGB with a large enoughM , the cheapest tour in G
B for any coalition S not containing edge ewill not
traverse e. Let us next construct a cost allocation vector y, for the CP game (N(G), cℓG), induced by (G, ℓG), defined as follows:
yj = xj, j ∈ E(G1), yj = 2M|R| + aj, j ∈ R, where the aj’s are constants chosen so that y(R) = xe is satisfied.
We claim that ifM is large enough, then for each coalition S in G, such that S ∩ R ≠ φ,
cℓG(S)− y(S) ≥ cℓG(S ∪ R)− y(S ∪ R). (3)
Indeed, forM large enough, and for each S such that S∩R ≠ φ, cℓG(S) = 2M+KS , where KS is the cost of all edges traversed
(possibly twice) by a cheapest tour corresponding to cℓG(S), excluding the costs associated with ℓG(j), j ∈ {e1, e2}. Then, for
all S such that R \ S = Q ≠ φ, cℓG(S)− y(S)− (cℓG(S ∪ R)− y(S ∪ R)) = KS − KS∪R + y(Q ) > 0 forM large enough, since
KS and KS∪R are independent ofM and y(Q ) is strictly increasing inM .
Thus, the excess of a coalition which contains members in R is minimized when all members of R are present. We therefore
have, for a large enoughM ,
cℓG(S)− y(S) = cℓGB (S)− x(S) ≥ 0, S ∩ R = φ,
while for S = S1 ∪ S2, S1 ∩ R = φ and S2 ⊆ R,
cℓG(S)− y(S) ≥ cℓG(S ∪ R)− y(S ∪ R), by (3)
= cℓG(S1 ∪ R)− y(S1 ∪ R), since S2 ⊆ R
= cℓG(S1 ∪ R)− x(S1 ∪ {e}), since y(R) = xe
= cℓGB (S1 ∪ {e})− x(S1 ∪ {(e)}) ≥ 0,
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since x is a core vector in (N(GB), cℓGB ). The last equality above follows since, by construction, ℓGB(e) = d. Finally, since
y(N(GB)) = x(N(G)) = cℓG(N(G)) = cℓGB (N(GB)), we conclude that y is a core vector in the CP game (N(G), cℓG), and the
proof of the if part is complete.
To prove the only if part, let G be a core-nonempty CP graph, and assume, on the contrary, that GB is a core-empty CP
graph. Then, GB is not Eulerian, and theremust exist aminimal odd-cardinality edge cutset A, |A| ≥ 3, in GB. Now, if for every
minimal odd-cardinality edge cutset A, A ≥ |3|, in GB there exists a two-edge cutset in GB closer than it to v0 in GB, then
we can proceed, precisely in the manner that was done in the if part of this proof, to conclude that GB is a core-nonempty
CP graph, which contradicts our assumption that GB is a core-empty CP graph. If, however, there does not exist a minimal
two-edge cutset in GB closer than an odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset, A, |A| ≥ 3, in GB, then, since we can assume
for simplicity, in view of Lemma 3.4, that A is also a minimal edge cutset in G, we conclude, via Proposition 3.5, that G is
a core-empty CP graph, which is a contradiction to the assumption that G is a core-nonempty CP graph, and the proof of
Proposition 3.6 is complete. 
We are able now to provide a complete characterization of all graphs Gwhich are core-nonempty CP graphs.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a connected graph with a post-office node v0. Then G is a core-nonempty CP graph if and only if for every
odd-cardinality minimal edge cutset A, |A| ≥ 3, there exists a one-or-two-edge cutset which is closer than A to v0 in G.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 we can assume, without loss of generality, that G does not contain one-edge cutsets. Now, if G is
a core-nonempty CP graph then, by Proposition 3.5, for every odd-cardinality minimal edge-cutset A, |A| ≥ 3, there must
exist a two-edge cutset closer than it to v0 in G. Conversely, if for every odd-cardinality minimal edge-cutset A, |A| ≥ 3,
there exists a two-edge cutset closer than it to v0, we can successively construct B-truncations of G, corresponding to these
two-edge cutsets, as it was done in the proof of Proposition 3.6, to derive the graph GB¯, which is Eulerian. Then, since every
Eulerian graph is a core-nonempty CP graph, we can use the same proof method as in Proposition 3.6 to conclude that G is
a core-nonempty CP graph, and the proof is complete. 
From Theorem 3.7 we derive a characterization of the class of core-empty CP graphs.
Corollary 3.8. Let G be a connected graph with a distinguished post-office node v0. Then G is a core-empty CP graph if and only if
G contains an odd-cardinality minimal edge-cutset A, |A| ≥ 3, and there does not exist a one-or-two-edge cutset which is closer
than A to v0 in G.
Evidently the class of core-nonempty CP graphs, fully characterized by Theorem 3.7, which induce a core-nonempty CP
game for some positive edge-cost function, is much larger than the class of weakly Eulerian graphs, which induce a core-
nonempty CP game for every nonnegative edge-cost function. Indeed, in a weakly Eulerian graph, viewed as consisting of
subgraphs thereof connected in a tree like structure, every subgraph must be Eulerian. By contrast, in a core-nonempty
CP graph, viewed as consisting of subgraphs thereof connected either via paths (i.e., in a tree like structure) or via two
edge-disjoint paths, only the (pseudo) subgraph of G containing the post-office, derived possibly via B-truncations, must be
Eulerian.
Finally, we note thatmembership in the class of core-nonempty CP graphs, and thus, in the class of core-empty CP graphs,
can be tested in strongly polynomial time. Specifically, by solving |V (G)|−1 instances of theminimumcut problem (between
v0 and all other nodes in V (G)\{v0}), we can derive the subgraph,G1, ofG containing v0 and no one-edge or two-edge cutsets.
From G1 we construct the truncated graph, G¯1, corresponding to G1 and the two-edge cutsets which are closest to v0 in G.
Then, by Propositions 3.6 and 3.2,G is a core-nonempty CP graph if and only if G¯1 is Eulerian,which can be verified in 0(E(G¯1))
time. Similarly, G is a core-empty CP graph if and only if G¯1 is not Eulerian.
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